2nd Class Booklist
This year, the school has bought the books for the children.
Below, are the books and resources’ costs.
Please pay the total of €104.14 to the school at the start of term
by either cash or cheque. If you would prefer to pay through
Aladdin, an Aladdin payment link will be issued at the start of term.
Thank you.
Handwriting: book, copies, whiteboards & pens

€4.95

My Personal Dictionary

€2.99

digital resources

€6

Abair Liom D: Gaeilge class book

€15.50

My Gratitude and Mindfulness Journal: SPHE

€15

Book Rental charge (atlases, English & Irish dictionaries)

€5.70

BOOKS TOTAL

€50.14

Class supplies for the year:
Arts and crafts equipment
STEM resources
Copies and stationery
Photocopying
Insurance
SUPPLIES TOTAL

€15
€6
€15
€12
€6
€54

WHAT YOU NEED TO GET:
Please purchase a set of headphones/ earphones that your
child can keep in school. It will need to be able to plug into an
iPad and laptop audio jack – different to an iPhone
connector.
Your child will be keeping their headphones/ earphones in
school, so please put them in a named plastic bag, (a
resealable food bag will be fine).
Your child will need a pencil case for school. This will stay in school throughout the year.
In their pencil case your child will need:
 2 pencils
 1 rubber
 1 pencil sharpener (preferably with a ‘bin’)
 colouring crayons – these can either be wax crayons or pencil crayons
 OPTIONAL: The children like to use markers when they are doing display work
or work on worksheets, so your child may like to have a set of markers in
their pencil case for these occasions. If their markers do not fit in their pencil
case, they can be put in a zip-bag (e.g. a resealable
food bag), for safe keeping.
Thank you for your help and support,
Have a lovely summer,
Jenny Newton (1st and 2nd Class teacher)

